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~~~2~2.~~~~~~~~~~2.~~~~~~. ~~(a-I) ~An~~ 

'i:illb~E!;J~~!1i-. :t-n~n~E!;J~a~ (a-I) ~iBtR/Ji (1-4) fJ'61 ~iB"'C'. 

:t-~.~1i-~aA it ~o (24 ~J 

The son of a painter, Raphael Santi was born in the central Italian town of 

Urbino in 1483. Urbino, though small, was a well-known center of Italian 

Renaissance art. It was there that Raphael was exposed ( a ) fine works of art from 

an early age. The house of Raphael's birth in Urbino is now a popular sightseeing 

spot where visitors can see an old well that may have been used by a young Raphael 

when mixing his paints. Visitors can easily imagine the young Raphael ( b ) up in 

that town. 

Raphael left Urbino for Florence ( c ) great ambitions in 1504. He was 21 

years old. Florence, the capital city of the Italian region of Tuscany, was another 

well-known center of Italian Renaissance art. Soon after ( d ) there, Raphael met 

two other artistic geniuses. One of them, Leonardo da Vinci, was already 52 years 

old and working on the famous Mona Lisa when Raphael arrived. The other, 

Michelangelo Buonarroti, was then nearly 30 years old and had just completed his 

masterpiece, the statue David. Being the youngest ( e ) the three artists, Raphael 

was strongly influenced by the other two older masters. He closely studied their 

work in Florence before developing his own ( f ) style. 

Raphael's talent was soon recognized throughout Italy. In 1508 he was ( g ) the 

job of decorating the walls of the Vatican Palace in the Italian capital city of Rome 

with a series of paintings. In one of these paintings, the School of Athens, Raphael 

painted an imaginary gathering of Greek philosophers, some of ( h ) are in fact 

modeled on Raphael's contemporaries. The images of the philosophers Plato and 

Heraclitus, for example, seem to be portraits of Leonardo and Michelangelo. 

Raphael also ( i ) himself in one corner of the painting, seeming to express 

gratitude to the two elder painters perhaps ( j ) letting him learn from, or ( k ), 

their techniques. 

Just as Athens was fortunate to have many great philosophers, so Florence was 

fortunate to have many great artists. Many of those artists moved to Florence ( I ) 

success, opportunities, and encounters with other artists. For Raphael, the city of 

Florence was surely the best place to find all of those things. 

(a) 1 at 

(b) 1 growing 

(c) 1 off 

2 by 

2 glowing 

2 for 
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3 to 

3 praying 

3 by 

4 with 

4 playing 

4 with 



(d) arrive 2 arriving 3 get 4 got 

(e) but 2 through 3 of 4 m 

(f) 1 way 2 approach 3 fashioned 4 refined 

(g) 1 hired 2 fired 3 asked 4 offered 

(h) who 2 whose 3 whom 4 whomever 

(i) including 2 included 3 reminding 4 reminder 

(j) 1 than 2 more 3 to 4 for 

(k) 1 force 2 borrow 3 loan 4 provide 

(1) seeking 2 mmmg 3 asking 4 taking 

II ;~0)~3<:~~A-c, ""FO)r,,~ (A"-'C) t<:~;tJ:o (32 g) 

1 walked into The Gap a few weeks ago to buy a pair of jeans. 1 tend to wear my 

jeans until they're falling apart, so it had been (a) quite a while since my last 

purchase. Anyway, a nice young salesperson walked up to me and asked if she could 

help. 

"I want a pair of jeans size 32-28," 1 said. 

"Do you want them slim fit, easy fit, relaxed fit, over-sized, or extra over-sized?" 

she asked. "Do you want them washed and aged or (b) torn? Do you want them with 

buttons or a zipper? Do you want them faded or regular?" 

1 was very surprised, explaining: "I just want regular jeans. You know, the kind 

that used to be the only kind." It (e) turned out that she didn't know, but after talking 

with one of her older colleagues, she was able to figure out what "regular" jeans 

used to be, and she (d) pointed me in the right direction. 

The trouble was that with all these options available to me now, 1 was no longer 

sure that "regular" jeans were what 1 wanted. Perhaps the easy fit or the relaxed fit 

would be more comfortable. 1 went back to her and asked what the differences were 

among regular jeans, relaxed fit, easy fit, and the others. She referred me to a picture 

that showed how the different styles varied. It didn't help reduce the choices, so I 

decided to try them all on. 

The jeans 1 chose were just fine, but it occurred to me on that day that buying a 

pair of jeans should not take a whole day. By creating all these options, the store 

undoubtedly had done a favor for customers with varied tastes and body types. 

However, it had also created a new problem. Before these options were available, 

purchasing jeans had been a five-minute affair. Now, it was a complex decision that 

forced me to spend a lot of time and energy, and that caused me to worry and lose 
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(e) confidence in myself. 
Buying jeans is not an important matter, but it suggests a much larger theme. 

When people have no choice, life is almost impossible. However, as the number of 

available choices increases, negative aspects of having so many choices begin to 

appear. As the number of choices grows further, the negatives increase until we 

become confused and tired. At this point, having so many choices interferes with 

our ability to achieve the freedom we enjoy. 

Choice is absolutely fundamental to well-being. Healthy people want and need 

to direct their own lives. On the other hand, the fact that some choice is good doesn't 

necessarily mean that more choice is better. There is a cost to having too much 

choice. In our culture, we have strong, positive feelings about freedom, choice, and 

variety. But holding on to all the choices available to us adds to worry, stress, and 

unhappiness. 

Economist and thinker Amartya Sen, in his book Development as Freedom, 

suggests that we should ask ourselves whether choice strengthens or weakens us. 

Freedom is (f) essential to self-respect and happiness, but not all choice increases 

freedom. In particular, increased choice among goods and services may (g) contribute 

little or nothing to the kind of freedom that counts. Indeed, it may make freedom 

more difficult to achieve by taking time and energy that we'd be better off 

(h) investing in other matters. We do ourselves no favor when we think that freedom 

simply means choice as if we necessarily increase freedom by increasing the choices 

available. 

Barry Schwartz, Tbe Paradox ofCboice 1z:. J:: 0 (-$2~~) 

r~'A *>Z0)P-.l3~i:~¥$l:9..@'L0)~,"'F0) (11 ""'22) b'64?~lvc, ~0):fi%~~2A 

-tt J:o 

11 A female salesperson at The Gap talked to the writer a few weeks before. 

12 The writer refused to buy the same kind of jeans that he had bought before. 

13 The writer's desire for "regular" jeans didn't change at the store. 

14 The writer decided which jeans to buy on first seeing a picture. 

15 The writer decided to wear each of the different styles of jeans in the store. 

16 Shopping for jeans is quicker than before because shoppers get more help. 

17 The store offered little choice to customers with different body types. 

18 Shoppers now have greater choice when they shop for jeans than before. 

19 The writer thinks that shopping for jeans is an important part of his life. 

20 Confusion results when the number of choices increases excessively. 

21 Worry, stress, and happiness are strong positive feelings in our culture. 

22 Amartya Sen thinks that increased choice must lead to increased freedom. 
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~B ~.$(a·c·d·h) ~.~.~g~.~~~~~~. ~n~n~~ (1~4) 

b'S 1 -:>iH"/~. ~~.~~~2A:tt~o 

(a) quite a while 

1 a peaceful space 

3 a long period of time 

(c) turned out 

1 left 2 changed 

(d) pointed me in the right direction 

2 a short pause 

4 an unknown extent 

3 was good 4 became clear 

1 asked me to go to the other side of the store 

2 showed me where I should go 

3 politely asked me to leave 

4 advised me to wear proper jeans 

(h) investing in 

1 believing in 2 trying out 3 wasting on 4 spending on 

r""c ~.$ (b· e· f· g) ~.~.~g'i:.~~l,'~~~. ~n~n~~ (1 ~4) 

b'S 1 -:>iI~~. ~~.~~~2.A-tt ~o 

(b) tom 

1 damaged 2 formal 3 perfect 4 undecided 

(e) confidence 

1 happiness 2 doubt 3 trust 4 rudeness 

(f) essential 

1 accessory 2 useful 3 necessary 4 secondary 

(g) contribute 

1 add 2 take 3 improve 4 alter 
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III ;~(J)~j{ (a'"'-'d) (J)~pJjiC::AttQ(J)~c::ti'biM31J:'b(J)~. -rtt-f'tt""F(J) (1 '"'-'4) 

b'S 1 ?~Iv"C. -r(J).%~~aA it ~o (8 #'0 

(a) ( ) economically, this toothpaste will last at least two months. 

Using 2 Used 3 Being using 4 Having used 

(b) When the doorbell rang, my mother ( ) her breath. 

1 held 2 made 3 poured 4 drank 

(c) Thanks to the medicine, I feel ( ) better now. 

1 well 2 very 3 much 4 such 

(d) Please say hello to your family for me, ( ) you? 

1 do 2 don't 3 won't 4 have 

IV ;~(J)~j{ (a'"'-'d) ~. j{~!·~8~!..tiMt)]"C. b'?g~a~.Hc::EI~1J:~IJHc::1J:Q~?~C::. 

""F(J) { } f1'.l(J)~8{j]~~pJj~C::Att -r:mPX<!itQ~'@j. ~pJj (x • y) ~C::AQ~8{j]~-rtt 

(12 #'0 

(a) Studying abroad may ( ) ( x ) ( ) yourself ( ) ( y ) ( ) 

perspective. 

{ 1 an 2 from 3 help 4 objective S see 6 you} 

(b) A ( )( x)( )( )( y)( ) next April. 

{ 1 is 2 be 3 department 4 to S new 6 set up } 

(c) Could you please let me ( ) ( x ) my group can ( ) ( ) ( y ) 

( ) the city tour? 

{ 1 a 2 if 3 discount 4 know S get 6 for} 

(d) A Kabuki actor Kichiemon ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) ( ) last year. 

{ 1 award 2 presented 3 living national treasure 4 with 

Sa 6 was} 

(24 F..i.) 

(a) iU~~i\,1S~fciI-mL,rc:t~. ~3 Yfi'5nG< -Cfi]Ji[7(fc;/J:":Jtc:o 

When John passed his final exams, {beside / was / with / he / 

happiness }. 
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~ q~~~~3q~@~~~~, 9~*~~~~~~.~t~~ct~~hT 

L * ~ te~~~i~v"h) t~;:t~i t,6bteo 

As the clock moved past three, Janet {to / forgotten / if / began / 

Bill / wonder} about their meeting. 

(c) ~v)JE Lh~£\~~<:~G *~, ~IJ ~~fiHi 3 B5J' Lh)~v)o 

There are only three days of food left before we { buy / more / will / 

some / supplies / have}. 

(d) !l!~fl$fJIH<:1±! LTv)G~~, ~5J'~r~, fLtei:)~i~h)~~th~a:'~ IJ *1tluo 

Our car is being repaired, so for { have / being / will / the / to / we } 

walk. 

(e) c~f±:j:~J!!< tt~HlB*~~<:*~;:tGc t~J:m~i~lu~v)Go 

The boss { by Friday / wants / finished / the / at / the job}. 

r~~B ;!J?(J)~){ (a"-'c) 't:';j:){5!·~R5!...t(J)~~~)b\-f:tl:Tn 1-:>d5~o r:~~1i1!iLtdli 

pJTb'S-f(J)~R~~tf, IE Lt,\~Rff~'t:~~~~~o fW~m1't:';j:~~~~tdRfffc 1 ~~ 

~2.A:tt~o 

(a) Wind, carrying the smell of newly-cut grass, blew in through the open 

window, and lifting the papers on the desk. 

(b) I felt I had been studying for hours, although in fact I had only been at 

it for a few minute. 

(c) Using taxis ~ one of the most expensive way of touring Kyoto. 

r~' c ;!J?(J)~m (a "-' d) (J) B*){C:~){b\,a:,~'1ii.I C:~P!'t:1J:~ ~? 't:, ~){(J)~PJT't:, 

-fn~nti'b~31J: 1 ~R~~2A -It ~o 

W $~~lA~~h~;.~~~M~~0G~~o 

If I were alone in my room, I would be ( ) of writing a letter to her. 

(b) ~Lv'~~~~$h~te~ teh'. ~~iffu~1:1;t:t ~ * < ~~ TV'Go 

After six months at her new school, my daughter now fits in ( ) other 

students. 

(c) ~lliil~~/T~<:~~Tv'G t, Qffi, ffih~~~T~~o 

While I was sitting on a park bench, it showered ( ) and then. 

(d) ~L.~ifLh)IlJ1[~-:::>v'Tv'G t9'~ t,ElhTv'teo 

Tom suspected ( ) along that I was telling a lie. 



1* BI 
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;~0)~)tb\)t5*£l(Jb'?~~a~.Hc::~t}J1J::JO~C 1J::~ ~? 'c::, ~pJi (a'" I) 'C::An~O) 

'C::ii<L~31J::~-ti]~, -t-tLfn~3~2~ (a'" I) O)~tR~ (1 "'4) b'S 1 ?~h,~, 

-t-0)*~~~2A -tt ~o (24 F.;() 

How do you feed a city? It's one of the great questions of our time. Yet, it's one 

that's rarely asked. We ( a ) it for granted that if we go into a shop or restaurant in 

the city, food is going to be available for us there, having "magically" come from 

some ( b ) place, perhaps thousands of miles away. However, it's really remarkable 

that cities get fed at all when you consider that every day, for a city the size of 

London, an incredible ( c ) of food has to be produced, transported, bought and 

sold, cooked, eaten, and disposed of. Moreover, something similar has to ( d ) every 

single day for every city on earth. 

We live in cities as if they're the most natural things in the world. However, we 

forget that because we're animals and need to eat, we're actually as dependent on the 

natural world as our ancient ( e ) were. And as more of us move into cities, more of 

that natural world is being transformed into unnatural landscapes of vast fields 

scientifically organized and ( f ) to the production of a particular crop in order to 

feed us. These really are extraordinary landscapes that few of us ever get to see. 

Increasingly, these huge, organized landscapes are not just directly providing 

food for us either. They also feed us indirectly by providing food for the animals that 

we eat. As more of us move into cities, more of us are eating meat. This means that 

a third of the annual grain* crop around the world now gets ( g ) to these animals 

rather than to us human animals. And since it takes ten times as much grain to feed 

a human if the person indirectly consumes the grain by eating the ( h ) that was fed 

it, then it is not a very efficient way of feeding people. In addition, half of the food 

produced is ultimately thrown away and therefore ( i ) completely. 

Unfortunately, it's a problem that only gets ( j ). By 2050 it's estimated that 

twice as many people are going to be living in cities. It's also estimated that there is 

going to be twice as much meat and dairy products consumed. So, meat and 

urbanism are rising hand in hand, and together they will pose an enormous problem. 

Indeed, "How do you feed a city?" is a question that needs to ( k ) before the 

problem overpowers our ability to find a workable ( I ). 

*grain: ~!fo/J 

(a) 1 like 

(b) 1 distant 

Carolyn Steel, "How Food Shapes Our Cities" tL J: G (-$c)l:~) 

2 gIve 3 take 4 understand 

2 distance 3 nearby 4 nearly 
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(c) 1 direction 2 lots 3 size 4 amount 

(d) 1 happen 2 happening 3 be happened 4 has happened 

(e) 1 generation 2 successors 3 ancestors 4 descendants 

(f) 1 devotes 2 devotion 3 devoting 4 devoted 

(g) 1 feed 2 fed 3 feeding 4 to feed 

(h) 1 person 2 animal 3 ancestor 4 grain 

(i) 1 wasted 2 eaten 3 served 4 provided 

(j) 1 smaller 2 bigger 3 less 4 more 

(k) 1 find out 2 answer soon 3 be addressed 4 be considering 

(1) 1 animal 2 question 3 city 4 solution 

II ~O)~X~~'" ""(!, "FO)rdl (A'" C) 'i:~;;t J:o (32 #.0 

Have you ever heard the expression "once in a blue moon"? It has been used for 

centuries to describe a rare happening. However, a new usage arose in the 20th 

century to describe a rare thirteenth full moon. Most years have twelve full moons 

but some years have an unusual thirteenth full moon, and that is what came to be 

known as a Blue Moon. Blue Moons happen because one complete moon cycle 

takes (a) roughly 29.5 days, meaning twelve full moons are seen about every 354 

days. This means that, though unusual, an extra thirteenth moon will appear in some 

years. While explaining why Blue Moons appear is easy, defining a Blue Moon is 

more difficult. In fact, two different definitions have been used. 

One definition of a Blue Moon appeared in a journal, the MaIne Farmers 

Almanac, in August 1937. The journal defined a Blue Moon as any extra full moon 

occurring in anyone season. This definition was a result of the way in which the 

journal had, for many years, gone about naming and listing full moons. When the 

journal listed the dates of full moons, it had always counted and named them 

according to the season in which they appeared. In winter, for example, the first 

moon was called the Early Winter Moon, the second moon was called the Midwinter 

Moon, and the last moon was called the Late Winter Moon. The unusual appearance 

of a fourth full moon in a season (b) required a new name. The name Blue Moon was 

chosen, probably because the term "blue moon" had long been used to describe a 

rare happening. Since the journal had always associated the moons with the seasons, 

it naturally defined a Blue Moon as any extra full moon occurring in a season. The 

full moon that occurred on August 21, 1937, for example, was a Blue Moon because 

it was the third of four full moons that occurred in that summer season. The first and 

-3-



last moons of that summer kept their names as the Early Summer Moon and the 

Late Summer Moon, while the second full moon kept its name of Midsummer 

Moon. 

A second and different definition of Blue Moon appeared in July 1943. A writer 

for a science journal, the Sky and Telescope, answered a question from a reader 

about the meaning of Blue Moon. The writer, despite the fact that he had read the , 
MaIne Fanners Almanac article of 1937, mistakenly answered the reader's question 

by defining a Blue Moon as any second or extra full moon occurring in any month. 

The mistaken answer was used in a national newspaper (e) article a few years later, 

and (d) it quickly became the popularly accepted definition. This different definition 

of Blue Moon resulted from the fact that the Sky and Telescope writer used a 

different method of counting and naming moons. In this method, moons were not 

listed and given names according to the seasons in which they appeared, but 

according to the months in which they appeared. The names chosen using this 

approach (e) reflect the concerns of farmers. For example, the full moon in April was 

called the Egg Moon, while the full moon in October was called the Harvest Moon. 

The two different ways of listing and naming moons, one associating all moons with 

the seasons and the other associating all moons with the months, still leave us with a 

question about (I) what an official Blue Moon is. 

So, how should we define a Blue Moon? Should we define it as the third full 

moon of four occurring in a season, or, should we define it as the second full moon 

occurring in a month? The answer to this question may not matter very much to 

most of us. Over time, (g) either way will produce the same total number of Blue 

Moons, but each way will define Blue Moons differently depending upon whether 

the extra full moon is understood as being (h) squeezed into a season or into a month. 

rll,A *>tC7)pg3'<:~f5r9~'bC7)~."fC7) (11 -22) b'S4?~fvc. i"C7)fi%~~cA 

-tt~o 

11 The expression "once in a blue moon" first came into existence in the 20th 

century. 

12 The MaIne FannersAlmanac used the name Blue Moon to refer to an extra 

full moon. 

13 Each season contains four full moons unless there is an extra full moon. 

14 The 1937 journal writer referred to the second full moon in August as a 

Blue Moon. 

15 When named according to the seasons, the last full moon of winter is the 

Late Winter Moon. 
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16 The reader ofa 1943 journal disagreed with the contents ofa 1937 journa1. 

17 The reader's mistake caused two different names to be used for Blue 

Moons. 

18 A second full moon in a month, for example in October, can be called a 

Blue Moon. 

19 The Egg Moon is an example of a full moon that occurs in the month of 

October. 

20 The author thinks that whichever definition is used might not be important 

to us. 

21 The seasons provide a second way to describe the names of the months. 

22 The monthly names for full moons provide the basis for their seasonal 

names. 

rp,B 'Fflat3 (d, f • 9 • h) O)~~. p;j3't:filbilfl,'1b0)~, ~tt~tt'Fo) (1 -4) 

b'S 1 ?iHlu (!, ~0).~~~2A 'It ~o 

(d) it quickly became the popularly accepted definition 

1 the definition of Blue Moon based on the seasons became very popular 

right away 

2 the definition of Blue Moon based on the monthly calendar was soon 

accepted by many people 

3 the national newspaper that provided the meaning of Blue Moon soon 

became popular 

4 the article in the newspaper immediately showed that Blue Moon was a 

popular term 

( f) what an official Blue Moon is 

1 the formal definition of Blue Moon 

2 which person names Blue Moon 

3 who is in charge of Blue Moon 

4 the government attitude toward Blue Moon 

(g) either way will produce the same total number of Blue Moons 

1 the 1937 journal and the newspaper will use the same method of 

counting the number of Blue Moons 

2 only one way will lead to the correct number of Blue Moons 

3 counting moons according to the month or the season will result in the 

same number of Blue Moons 

4 only time can produce the correct number of Blue Moons 
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(h) squeezed into 

1 shortened into 

3 crowded into 

2 caught in 

4 repeated in 

rr;>~c l'~$ (a· b· c· e) O)1\~·pgg'Lfi<tllil,\<tO)1i, -f"tt~ttl'o) (1 "'4) 

~61~~~~ -f"O).%1iEA~~o 

III 

(a) roughly 

1 through 2 around 3 exactly 4 strictly 

(b) required 

1 called for 2 asked about 3 desired 4 canceled 

(c) article 

1 phrase 2 volume 3 information 4 report 

(e) reflect 

shelter 2 shine 3 shadow 4 show 

;~O)~j{ (a "-' d ) o)~~~Att~o)~fi<t~~~<tO)~, -f"tt~tt"""FO) (1"-'4) 

~S1~~~~, ~O).%~EA~~o (8 f,O 

) for the job, but in the end I decided against it. ( a) I considered ( 

1 apply 2 to apply 3 applying 4 to have applied 

(b) Last night I was ( 

1 awake 

) by a sound of voices. 

3 awakened 

2 being awakening 

4 being awoke 

(c) But for your advice, I ( 

1 will fail 

) to pass the driving test. 

2 will have failed 

3 would be failed 4 would have failed 

(d) . Margaret got very nervous ( ) she stood in front of an audience. 

1 whichever 2 whatever 3 whenever 4 whomever 
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IV ;~0)~3Z (a"-d) ~, 3Z5*·~!5*..t~t}]c', b'?~~'L!3~tJ:~ljULtJ:~J:?'L, 

""Fo) { } pgO)~!ii]~~pfi'LA:/1. -r~PX~-tt~~.g., ~pfi (x • Y) 'LA~~!ii]~i":/1. 

~':/1. 1 ?iB~ c', i"O)ii~~~2A -tt J:o (12 #'0 

(a) Helen wondered what ( ) ( x ) ( )( )( y)( ) cut short. 

{ 1 like 2 she 3 her hair 4 would 5 look 6 with} 

(b) My brother always feels ( ) ( x ) ( ) people ( y ) ( ) ( ) in. 

{ 1 have 2 as 3 him 4 taken 5 if 6 other} 

(c) My younger sister got married and took over the ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) 

( y ) ( ) moved. 

{ 1 which 2 had 3 of 4 apartment 5 I 6 out} 

(d) My father began ( ) ( ) ( x ) ( ) as ( y ) ( ) home from the 

hospital. 

{ 1 soon 2 as 3 returned 4 work 5 to 6 he } 

(24 #,i,) 

r."A ;~o)B*3Z (a"-e) c,a:,a:TIi.lC:i\~'LtJ:~J:?'L, pg0)9~"(0)~!~ml,\, 

~ S 'L:t:.fEo) 1 ~!~~? "(~3Z~~px<!it J:o M~*r.HL'j::t:.fEo) 1 ~~~2A it J:o tc. 
tt L { } pgo)~~Hj:, 3ZRlHL < ~~.g.<t/J\3Z*C~~ "( d5~o 

W M~~<~~.9~L~~~, ~~~&~~~.~~~~~Lko 

Ken practiced so much { his / in / out / he / that / shoes } just a 

few months. 

~ ~.~~ML~t~, .~~~S~MLTM~.<J;:~~~~~o 

{ of / got / when / the / hand / meeting }, the chairperson told 

everybody to settle down. 

(c) ~ti~~$~tLtc < ~ ~~*~ L*It'~~tto 
My father stored { back / books / great / in / a / the} room. 

(d) $~O)!j)(~J,£-m;t .Q~~0)~j::7J~~* ~ tc o 

{ room / come / than / students / the / have } could seat. 

(e) .z- c. ti;fb7J~r~ ~~~tL{±~ ~1t,tc±~pJT~9 0 

{ to / I / when / that's / live / used } I was a child. 
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r~' B ;!R(])"~){ (a'" c) ~i:~ct:){5!· ~R5!..t0)~!!P) b\i"tt~tt 1 ?d7)~o 1'*i~1ii Ltd'li 

PfTb'Si"O)~R~~tf, IE Ll,'~Rff~~i:~~m~~o m1§mHi:~ct:~~mxtdRfffZ:' 1 ~R~ 

~2A:tt~o 

(a) I was expecting a dozen people to come to the meeting, but no few than 

one hundred showed up. 

(b) Eight years is a long time, and after had stayed for so long abroad, I 

found it hard to adapt myself to my native country. 

(c) It upset our boss that nobody had bothered to let him known of the 

accident. 

r~'c ;!RO)~~ (a"'d) o)B*){c9.¥){b\~i~iTI:iJL::~~~i:1J:~~?~i:, 9.¥){o)~PfT~i:, 

i"tt~tt~<t~31J: 1 ~R~~2A:tt~o 

(a) ~~O)~{t£~WjHj: 5 MiJ'G 10 MO)fI@lIDC'1fU~ L Tlt'Go 

The minimum temperature this week ranges ( ) five and ten degrees. 

(b) !\[iJ~7'G~~cll::* G *C', J\/ Flv~~~iJ:lt'C' < ti~lt'o 
Don't ( ) go of the wheel until the car completely stops. 

(c) Y:.r: y-~j:*JT Llt'mm~llJIi~ El'tiknCdj-li"'lf GiJ' Ltco 

Jessie proudly ( ) off her new mobile phone. 

(d) i"0)~ ;iUj: * -::dc < JE!,lt ''JiJ'iJ:iJ'-::dco 

The thought had never even crossed my ( ). 
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;~0)~)(:b\)(:5~~b'?it~B~.Hc:~t}]1j:)(:~ C 1j: ~ J: ? 'c:, ~pJi (a'" I) 'C:An~O) 

,c::ti'b~31j:~iiJ7£-, i"n-f'n~3~2~ (a'" I) o)~~RJlX (1 '" 4) b'S 1 ?~Iv C', 

i"0).~7£-~2A it J:o (24 £) 

There's a delightful story about two children playing together in a playground. 

One gets mad and storms off with his toy truck. As he runs to the swings nearby, he 

turns and cries out to his playmate, "I hate you and I'm never going to talk to you 

again!" About ten minutes ( a ), and they're throwing a ball to each other, laughing, 

enjoying the day. As their parents observe this, one father shakes his head and says 

to the other with a mix ( b ) admiration and wonder, "How do kids do that? How 

can they be at each other's throat one minute and get along with each other so well 

the next?" "It's easy," the other father explains. "They choose ( c ) happy over 

being right." 

This story is about children who become friends again after a disagreement. It's 

not about what ( d ) between two adults when one hurts the other on ( e ), and the 

hurt person is forced to think about how to forgive or co-operate with the other. 

That's a much more difficult situation. Some of us believe we have a ( f ) to forgive 

completely and that to do so is central to what it means to be a good human being. 

Most of us, however, can't live up to such high principles. We can't just dust off an 

injury, act ( g ) nothing happened, and forgive the person who injured us. 

What I suggest is that we adults can get ( h ) in the playground if we choose, 

even when the other person does nothing to right the wrong she or he has done. We 

can choose to have no relationship with this person, or a limited and incomplete one. 

We don't have to worry about the injury, but we don't have to forget or minimize it 

either. We don't have to love or ( i ) like this person, but we can see this person 

fairly and choose to get along, if that's in our best ( j ). We can be ourselves and 

( k ) that she or he will never be anyone other than who this person is. And, 

importantly, we can give this person a ( I ) to do better and earn genuine 

forgiveness if she or he chooses to rise to the challenge. 

Janis Abrahms Spring, How Can I Forgive IOu? tc. ct ~ (-$2)(~) 

(a) 1 break 2 count 3 pass 4 leave 

(b) 1 of 2 to 3 for 4 III 

(c) 1 take 2 taking 3 being 4 be 

(d) 1 occur 2 occurs 3 occurnng 4 occurred 

(e) 1 deliberately 2 intention 3 plan 4 purpose 



( f) 1 conflict 

(g) 1 as if 

(h) 1 return 

(i) 1 also 

(j ) 1 interesting 

(k) 1 accept 

(1) 1 room 

2 duty 3 trial 

2 although 3 similar to 

2 back 3 again 

2 even 3 must 

2 interestingly 3 interested 

2 receive 3 aware 

2 time 3 chance 

4 moral 

4 because 

4 place 

4 very 

4 interest 

4 take 

4 thing 

(32 #'0 

It was an unusual October morning in Southern California, unusual because it 

was raining. Not the violent heavy rain with thunder and lightning I was accustomed 

to in the Midwest* but a fine, warm, light rain wetting the sidewalks. I had left my 

husband to the autumn housework back there in order to visit my eldest son in Los 

Angeles. On the days when he had to work, (a) I was left alone to amuse myself. 

It quickly became my custom to take a book and wander down to Santa Monica 

Boulevard** to a tiny coffee shop. There I would choose a delicious snack from the 

case and relax for an hour drinking coffee and pretending to read. The constant 

parade of customers was as varied as characters in a movie, and in my imagination I 

created (b) complicated stories that might fit the various characters. But (c) none could 

match the real drama I was about to experience. 

On this particular morning, I was re-reading the same page in my book for the 

third time when an elderly woman, with a donut and a coffee cup in hand, came to 

sit at the tiny blue table next to mine. As she set the cup of coffee down, she spilled 

a little of it, and in an unfamiliar accent she apologized for her little mistake. I 

smiled, handed her a napkin, and pretended to go back to my reading, all the time 

thinking how she might fit in one of my imaginary movie stories. 

(d) Looking back, I am not sure just how we began our conversation, but I live in 

a small Midwest town and am accustomed to speaking to people whether they are 

strangers or not. And so, I asked her what kind of accent I detected in her speech. 

"I am Polish," she said. 

I asked the obvious question, "What brought you to America?" 

She turned to face me for a moment before speaking-perhaps she was trying 

to decide if! was just being polite. "It is a very long story," she half whispered. 

I gave no sign that I was too busy to listen, and so her story (e) unfolded. She 

was born and raised in Poland, married at an early age to a handsome Polish army 
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officer, and began raising a family. The happy and secure life of wife and mother 

(I) came to a halt with the invasion of Poland by the Nazis. Her husband was quickly 

arrested, and soon the Nazis came for her, too. "People think they just took the 

Jews," she said, "but that wasn't true. They took all kinds of us." 

At this point in her story she rolled her arm over and stretched it toward me. 

Above her wrist in an easy-to-see tattoo were the numbers (g) assigned to her at that 

infamous camp, Auschwitz, run by the Nazis. 

She told me of days of hunger, hard work, fierce winter cold, and a strong need 

to survive. "I lost everyone," she wept, and I knew she meant her husband and 

children had died. As the war ended, the Allies*** brought clothes, food, and the 

promise of a new day. Eventually she remarried, and she and her husband moved to 

the United States where they began a new life and raised a proud family. 

Her story at an end, she rose, wiped tears from her wrinkled cheeks and 

prepared to leave. I, too, wiped tears away, and as I faced her, we (b) embraced, two 

strangers in a tiny coffee shop with the California rain falling against the windows 

and running down to collect in pools on the grey concrete. 

*Midwest: *000)$5$ **Santa Monica Boulevard: -l}-Y:5l o .::c.:::h*3m ~ 
***the Allies: m=;j{*ljiXO)~ftOO 

Marsha, "Two Strangers in a Tiny Coffee Shop" fC ~ G (-$i&~) 

rl',A *){O)pg3'C:~¥.ir9-l>'b0)~, "'FO) (11 '"" 22) b'S 4?~~ C, i'0).~~~2A 

"It J:o 

11 It normally rains heavily in Southern California during October. 

12 The author had actually lived in Southern California. 

13 The author's eldest son was visiting her in Southern California. 

14 The coffee shop had many customers coming and going. 

15 The author liked to sit by herself at a table and read movie stories. 

16 The elderly woman carrying coffee and a donut sat at a table near the 

author's. 

17 The elderly woman apologized for dropping some of her donut. 

18 The author tried hard to read her book after giving the woman a napkin. 

19 The elderly woman had been arrested many years before in Poland. 

20 The Polish woman was able to see again her lost husband and children. 

21 The Polish woman had gotten married twice before she came to America. 

22 When the two women were about to leave, it had already stopped raining. 
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r"" B ""FtlW (a • c • d • f) O)it~· pgg';:&lbilrl.'IbO)1i, ."fn~n""Fo) (1 -4) 

b'S 1 ?~~ c, ."fO).~1i~aA 'it ~o 

(a) I was left alone to amuse myself 

1 I lost my sense of humor 

2 I was the only one to have fun 

3 I was laughing all by myself 

4 I had to entertain myself 

(c) none could match 

1 none of the stories I created fitted well with 

2 none of the stories I created was equal to 

3 none of the characters could fit well with 

4 none of the characters could be played in 

(d) Looking back 

1 Reviewing old movie stories 

2 Thinking about what happened 

3 Turning around to see 

4 Watching her return 

( f) came to a halt 

1 continued without pause 

3 brought aid 

2 approached with difficulty 

4 was ended 

rd.lc ""FtlW (b· e· g. h) O)it~·pgg';:.lbilrl.'IbO)1i, ."fn~n""Fo) (1 -4) 

b'S 1 ?~~ l:', ."fO).~1i~aA 'it ~o 

(b) complicated 

1 ruined 

( e) unfolded 

1 was revealed 

3 was flattened 

(g) assigned 

1 joined 

(h) embraced 

1 hesitated 

2 full 

2 written 

2 hugged 

3 wonderful 4 elaborate 

2 was straightened 

4 was decreased 

3 given 4 called 

3 smiled 4 waved 
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III ;~O)~){ (a-d) O)~pJi'C:::AttQo)'c:::ii1bil~1J:1bo)1,f, ~tt~tt"'"Fo) (1-4) 

D'S 1 ?iHl\I~, ~0).%1,f~2A-tt~o CSg) 

(a) Her parents died when she was only a child of six, so she was ( ) up 

by her grandparents. 

1 sought 2 thought 3 brought 4 taught 

(b) Anna does not care to watch the game, ( ) do I. 

1 also 2 either 3 not 4 neither 

(c) () it began snowing, the police decided to close the highway. 

1 Even 2 Once 3 Otherwise 4 Unless 

(d) Tom lay himself on the sofa and instantly fell ( ). 

1 asleep 2 sleep 3 slept 4 sleepy 

IV ;~O)~){ (a - d) 1,f, ){~. ~~..tilt3.J~, D'?~a-tJ'C::: E1f&1J:~ijUc:::1J:Q ~? ,c:::, 

"'"Fo) { } ~0)~~1,f~~~AttT~~~-ttQ~8, ~~(x·Y) ~AQ~~1,f~tt 

~tt1?iXl\I~, ~0).%~~2A-tt~o (12g) 

(a) Nobody denies that ( 

{ 1 an 2 become 

6 have} 

)( x)( )( )( y)( ) everyday life. 

3 mobile phones 4 essential 5 part of 

(b) My mother used to say to me, "It is ( )( x)( )( )( y)( ) 

a full stomach." 

{ 1 to 2 on 3 of 4 swim 5 you 6 foolish} 

(c) The game was called ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) ( ) an approaching 

typhoon. 

{ 1 bad weather 2 because 3 by 4 off 5 caused 6 of} 

(d) Go to the drugstore immediately ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) ( ) 

medicine. 

{ 1 your 2 run 3 should 4 of 5 you 6 out} 
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(24 F.lJ 

rp,A ~o)B*){ (a ..... e) c,~,~'~l;1\~'~1d:~~?'~, { p;jO)"'t"'Zo)~~Jf.ll,', 

~6~~~0)1~~~?Z~){~~~~~~oM~~~~~~0)1~~~~~~o~ 

teL { } p;j0)~'cl:, ){RlU~<~iJj.g.'t/J\){*C'~~Z~~'to)c"'t~o 

(a) JJl:(£, ~ « O)~*Hj:)Jj{fl.fjffi~O)~III~Lfil[iIDL "n,'~o 
Many companies are now { rising / raw / in / faced / materials / 

prices }. 

~) ~x-~~*~~~2*~M$~.*h~o 

Jane has { her / twice / last / purse / stolen / since} year. 

(c) ..{~:$r~.::L-~~~ttd::~, IBJ!Hi:ALfttJ~fBt5(~~.~L~It'J6~? t vr 
It'tc. r.. t ~,:£ tlu ~:fIM L llty/J:.tJ''? tc. o 

When the mayor was interviewed, little {realize / she / people / 

that / the} were preparing to throw her out of office. 

(d) ~-v 'y 7 'j:~O)$~tJ' ~fl.:fIo)~1t 'tJ' L l « ~ O)tJ~btJ''? tc. o 

{ the / could / cooking / food / in / Jack} the next room. 

(e) iJ v ~'j:, ;IJ:.'"(:' L r.. ~-v J\~0)*7 r ~;lJ:.O)'"(:', ;j{0)-lj- 'y iJ-o)OO~*~O) 

1l¥X~~Ld}~L Lllt'~o 

{to / forward / next / attending / Karen's / the} international 

soccer tournament because she is a big fan of Nadeshiko Japan. 

~B ~O)~){(a""'c) ~~){.·~.~0)~~6~n~n1?~~o~.~~L~m 

PJjfJ'6~0)~~ila, iELl,'~m'~.~~~~o M~~'~'cl:.~~~t.:~mC'1 ~!~ 

~2~~~o 

(a) The head of the opposition party is the one whom holds the key to 

reaching an agreement. 

~) My father remained standing with one feet on the floor and the other on 

the bottom step. 

(c) "Pleased to see you," the manager said, smiled and shaking hands with 

me. 



rp~c ;!RO)~~ (a"'d) o)B*:5U:~)(fJ',a:,a:'Iii.IC;it~ti:1j:~J:?ti:. ~)(O)~jiJi'i: . 

."fn -Fnfi't~31j: 1 ~it~~2A -tt J:o 

(a) }\7JC~a:tc < ~ A.JJY*~ii;v\tco 
There were not a ( ) passengers on the bus. 

(b) t&~a:~~* C''9-:J t IE-:J L~UCO)tc, ,rgH.l tn G L LV \lJ:v \0 

Even though he ran all the way to school, he is not ( ) of breath. 

~ $T~~.C'~~k~~, U~~G~W~¢hkfr.~Lkt~b7J:0h~ 

lJ:G7J:v\o 
To do ( ) to my staff, I must say that they all have done a great job. 

(d) -toYI:§~a:, $JfitClJ: G 7J:v \ t c IS tc~~ 7J:~ V \0 

Put the box somewhere that is not in the ( ). 
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~~.~~~m~~?.~~.w~~~t~~~~~. ~M(a-I) ~An~~ 

'~l1i'b.3~~gf;J~. i"n-f'n~3~2% (a-I) ~~tR.flX (1-4) b'S 1 ?~IvC:. 

i"~*%~~2A -tt ~o (24 #.0 

What are the qualities of good leaders? What makes them successful? ( a ) of 

some of the greatest leaders of all time, What allows them to stand out from others? 

Words such as "heroic," "inspiring," and "flexible" ( b ). These are all leadership 

qualities, but what really makes for a strong and successful leader? 

Successful leaders are able to influence others. They are able to manage 

relationships with others to create positive results. They use their unique qualities to 

inspire a staff, a team, or a nation to achieve goals. They can see beyond ( c ) to 

look at achieving long-term goals by utilizing their strengths ( d ) with the 

strengths of others. Winston Churchill is thought by many to be one of the greatest 

leaders in history. He was a talented speaker and lawmaker, but what made Churchill 

a great leader was his ability to influence and strengthen the will of his people 

through his words and policies. 

Leaders assist in change, but their values and goals ( e ) steady and 

unchanging. They have a fixed and unchanging purpose that keeps them focused 

( f ) a certain goal or objective in spite of problems or difficult conditions. Despite 

hardships, they keep their original, clearly defined goals in mind. 

Successful leaders not only have a fixed, long-term perspective on goals; they 

also have new and flexible ( g ) of achieving those goals. They are flexible in their 

approach and are prepared to make ( h ) and improvements along the way: leaders 

"bend but don't break." Churchill allowed his belief in democracy and freedom to 

direct his wartime thinking and policies. However, it was not only his policies, ( i ) 

also his flexibility that allowed him to carry out those policies that made him a 

successful leader. 

Finally, leadership such as ( j ) demonstrated by Churchill is about inspiring 

others to do the right thing. They are not only able to inspire those around them to 

stretch and do ( k ) best to fulfill the group mission. They are also able to inspire 

those around them in order to achieve desired results without ( I ) their moral 

standards. As business expert Peter F. Drucker said: "Management is doing things 

right; leadership is doing the right things." 

(a) 

(b) 

Steven Straiser, MBA jn a Day ~<::. J: 0 (-W2)(~) 

Thoughtful 2 Thoughtless 3 Thought 4 Think 

1 come to mind 2 can say 3 are OpInIOn 4 are reminded 
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(c) 1 they 2 selves 3 themselves 4 theirs 

(d) 1 combined 2 common 3 and 4 plus 

(e) 1 aren't 2 remain 3 do 4 put 

(f) 1 in 2 with 3 through 4 on 

(g) 1 manner 2 undertaking 3 ways 4 nets 

(h) 1 quickly 2 always 3 necessity 4 corrections 

(i) 1 and 2 yet 3 but 4 though 

(j) 1 ever 2 never 3 that 4 those 

(k) 1 its 2 our 3 all 4 their 

(1) 1 compromIse 2 compromising 

3 being compromised 4 compromised 

" ~~.~~~~~, ~~~ (A-C) 't:~~~o (32 R.i.) 

If all goes as planned, tourists will be rocketing into space aboard a Virgin 

Galactic space-plane within a couple of years. They will pay $200,000 for about 

four minutes of weightlessness, (a) before coming back down for a landing in New 

Mexico. Sitting in the next seat could be a scientist working on a research 

experiment. Science, perhaps even more than tourism, (b) could come to be big 

business for Virgin Galactic and other companies that are aiming to provide short 

rides above the 62-mile height that marks the official entry into outer space. 

Dr. Alan Stern, a space scientist, is very (c) enthusiastic about the science 

possibilities of what is known in space-flight (d) circles as suborbital* travel. A 

$200,000 ticket is too expensive except for the very wealthy, but Dr. Stem said that 

the $200,000 cost is very reasonable "when we compare it with the millions of 

dollars that government agencies like NASA typically spend to get experiments into 

space." Dr. Stem added, "Just as important as the lower cost, scientists will be able 

to get their experiments to space more quickly and more often." 

It looks as if (e) in the not-too-distant future, hundreds of suborbital flights could 

be taking off every year. Dr. Stem predicted that even though a single flight would 

offer only a few minutes of weightlessness, the total time of the suborbital 

experiments could quickly exceed that of the International Space Station, which has 

been in orbit** for more than a decade. "It's almost impossible to get research on 

the space station at the moment," said Mark Shelhamer, a professor who would like 

to study people's balance and other physical abilities before and after suborbital 
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flights. 

The new commercial vehicles are essentially rocket-powered missiles that curve 

upward and then fall back down, never coming close to the 17,500 miles-per-hour 

speed needed to go into orbit. At the top of its flight, passengers float for a few 

minutes. The suborbital flights will also let scientists explore in detail the Earth's 

middle atmosphere, extending from about 30 to 50 miles above the surface, which 

cannot be easily observed from Earth or satellites. Biologists also hope to study how 

people, who rely on gravity*** to tell which way is up, respond to the (I) rapid 

changes in gravity during a suborbital flight. 

The Southwest Research Institute is the first paying science customer for Virgin 

Galactic, which already has first payments from more than 400 hopeful space 

tourists. George T. Whitesides, a manager of Virgin Galactic, said that science and 

technology development could turn into a big market. "We think that many new 

applications and studies will be produced with such (g) ~-access which does 

not exist today," he said. 

Mr. Whitesides also said that the science experiments would generally fly 

separately from the tourists, although it might be possible for researchers with 

biology experiments to ride on a tourist flight-as long as they don't get in each 

other's way. "We would of course not mix the two types of passengers on the same 

flight if we thought that one would (h) negatively impact the other," he said. 

Dr. Collicott, who has helped with experiments on the space station, said the 

suborbital flights would be an addition to the space station, not a replacement. "I 

think that first off, they really are two completely different opportunities," he said. 

On the space station, "the ability of running an experiment hour after hour after 

hour is the ultimate. On these new suborbital rockets, we might get three minutes, 

but it's a lot cheaper. It's a lot quicker." Dr. Collicott concluded, "It's a nice, really 

great addition to the facilities available for research." 

**orbit: ijiftJj[ ***gravity: !in 

Kenneth Chang, "Space Tourism May Mean One Giant Leap for Researchers," The New 1Vrk n'mes 1<::. 

r~~ A *)(a)I7'J~'L.g.~9 ~ iba)1t, "fa) (11 - 22) b' '3 4 -:>~A/t', -t-a)fi~1t~2A 

1tJ:o 

11 According to plans, tourists will be able to make a two-year trip into space 

for $200,000. 

12 The tourists will be busy doing science experiments in space. 
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13 Virgin Galactic is trying to provide a ride into space for 62 other 

companies. 

14 $200,000 for a short ride is too high a price even for the wealthiest people. 

15 Dr. Stem believes that $200,000 is cheap in comparison with what NASA 

spends. 

16 The scientists' ability to move quickly in space is important to reduce the 

cost. 

17 Dr. Stern thinks that with the suborbital flights, the total time of the 

experiments would increase. 

18 The International Space Station offers very limited possibilities for 

research. 

19 Professor Shelhamer wants to study how people balance work and play in 

space. 

20 The space vehicles are powered by rockets that allow them to go into orbit 

quickly. 

21 The first paying customer for Virgin Galactic is the Southwest Research 

Institute. 

22 The suborbital flights and the space station will both provide opportunities 

for research. 

rp,B "F*iftIJ (a - b - e - h) O)AP!-pgg'i:AlbilIl.'IbO)1i, -f":h.~:h."F0) (1 -4) 

fJ'6 1 -:>iHlv (!, -f"0).~1i~2A 1t ~o 

( a) before coming back down for a landing 

1 in advance of returning to Earth 

2 after becoming grounded 

3 since floating to the ground 

4 earlier than the take-off 

(b) could come to be big business 

1 may slow down growth in many companies 

2 might fail to achieve great profits 

3 has the possibility of becoming a successful enterprise 

4 might damage a large number of businesses 

(e) in the not-too-distant future 

1 relatively soon 

3 decades ago 

2 in many years 

4 after many years 
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(h) negatively impact 

1 not hit upon 

3 have little effect on 

2 disturb 

4 force out 

r,,~ c """'F~H~ (c • d • f • g) O)Ji~. i1gg~LJ1i'tilIl, ,'to)1t, i"n -f:'n"""'Fo) (1 ~ 4) 

~S1?~~~, i"0).%1t2A~~o 

(c) enthusiastic 

1 rich 2 neutral 3 keen 4 worried 

(d) circles 

1 returns 2 rotations 3 revolutions 4 groups 

(f) rapid 

1 dangerous 2 early 3 difficult 4 quick 

(g) access 

1 availability 2 attraction 3 speed 4 convemence 

III ;~O)~){ (a"" d) 0)~pfi~LAn';'0)~L~<£'iiWi31j:<£,O)1t, i"n-f'n"""'FO) (1 "" 4) 

b'S 1 ?~~ c', -f0).i3-1t~2ktt ~o (8 t,O 

(a) If you don't know the meaning of a word, you can ( 

1 look 2 clean 3 hold 

) it up in a dictionary. 

4 make 

(b) Nearly ( ) she travels, bad weather delays her flight. 

1 once 2 every time 3 all times 4 often 

(c) The library ( ) in the quietest part of town. 

1 locates 2 is locating 3 located 4 is located 

(d) War occurs when something ( ) wrong with foreign affairs. 

1 goes 2 comes 3 makes 4 does 

IV ;~O)~){ (a""d) 1t, )(5*·~g5*..tiiWitn~, b'?JiIl;U~.HLI3~1j:~!JHL1j:';'~?~L, 

"""'FO) { } ~O)~1t~M~~nT~d~~,;,~~, ~M(x·y) ~~,;,~1t-fn~n 

1 ?~'" c', -f0).i3-1t~2~ ~ J:o (12 t,() 

(a) "Who ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) ( )?" "It was Tom." 

{ 1 broke 2 it 3 that 4 the 5 was 6 window} 

(b) I asked Susan to ( ) ( x ) to ( ) ( ) ( y ) ( ) him at the 

conference in New York. 

{ 1 when 2 Jack 3 saw 4 me 5 she 6 remember} 
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(c) A new wave of visual arts ( )(x)( ) in ( )(y)( ) of this 

century. 

{ 1 into 2 the 3 being 4 decade 5 came 6 last} 

(d) It(x)( )( )( ) ( y ) out that I had misunderstood her. 

{ 1 I 2 before 3 was 4 months 5 found} 

(24 #'0 

i! S ~L:t:JE(7) 1 ~B1i-fjlb -r~~1i-7i;PXc!-tt ~o M~~;HL~cI::t:JE(7) 1 ~B1i-~2A -tt ~o tc:. 
tt L { } pq(7)~B·p:HcI:. ~ruHL < .@ijj~'b/J\~*-r'-9-;;t -r d5.@o 

(a) ~ '5~rJ17J)7'J:v~~ '5 T:97J'G, ~O)~I~IH<::~1) *90 
{ more / to / no / as / be / seem} questions, we will move to the 

next topic. 

(b) flJi~ L It ~"T':/:7 }vj- v 1::' ~t!{tll:O) DVD t It ~ -:> L J: f<::& -:> tc.o 
I bought a { along / digital/several/new / DVDs / television}. 

~ :/3Y~~~O)OOB~~~~O~-:>kk~~, ~~~~~*T:~~~~ML 

7'J: ~ t ~ f;1:' 7'J: G 7'J: 7J' -:> tc. 0 

Since John twisted his ankle the day before, {put / had / he / 

performance / to / his } until it healed. 

~ ~O)~~h-O)~ft~, ~~7IY~-0)1A~~~0)~-~~~~~-~ 

~ it I) ~cts * T:, [PJ,~ tc: -:> tc. 0 

The soccer game was { of / until/sudden / tied / a} a defender 

kicked the ball into his own goal. 

(e) ~'~ G O){J(IJ ~ ~~ L7'J:v ~0)T:, ~~~;:I:lf1~O)rdl-g-:> t®\:v ~tc.o 
The argument continued all afternoon { side / in / because / would / 

neither }. 

~B ~(7)~~(a-c) ~~~~·m~~(7)~~~~n~n1~d5.@o~~1i-~L~m 

p.ITb\S~(7)~B1i-~V:. IE Ll,'\~BfmL~~~;;t~o m~*I~L~cI:~~~;;ttdBfffZ:' 1 ~B1i
~2A-tt~o 

(a) With its economic development in recent year, China has now become 

one of the great powers in the world. 

(b) Embarrassed and alarming, Josephine covered her face with her hands, 

and began to cry. 

(c) Only when his aunt leaves did he understand his dependence on her. 
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r,,~c ;~(J)1§m (a"'d) (J)B*~c~~b\'a:'~'~l,;Jj~';:1d:~J:?';:, ~~(J)~pJH;:, 

i":tL~:tL~'b~31d: 1 ~!~~2A:lt J:o 

(a) 1 Br:pffih~~ .. :Jtch'. i"tn:'t;flJci:Jti~Lv'~rdl~J&lC:'lJco 

It rained throughout the day; all the ( ) we had a good time. 

~ ~~~, 2~M~~~C~.~~O~~~U~~~~o 

The doctor told me to drink this medicine every ( ) hour. 

(c) ~~h' G ~~~r:p te lJ L J: cVJ.tLte id: ~ tco 

I got wet to the ( ) on my way home from school. 

(d) 1PJh~~ c 0 ~ t, t£' < ti±fIi B Ie t±:I~9 G -::::> t IJ tco 

I will leave on Saturday, ( ) what may. 
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5. ~.~a:Ha~pgO)~:f:!Lt1:' ~ 7d:1t)o 
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1. rp~ O))(~!: ... *.§5- ~gc.A it J: C &iJ 6 :f:!1?Jli, ~~~ffl *~O) p]f5EO)fijp]f!:iIt 
i}~§C.A t' 6 -:: Co 

2. rp~O))(~!:"· ~gc.A it J: C &iJ 6 ~1?Jli, ~~~ffl*~O)P]f5EO)fijp)T!:§C.A t' 
6-::co 

3. ilti}~§C.A t' 6:f:!1?J, ~~~fMli~1RRtO)ilti}7J~ 1 fir 0) h. 0):f:!1?J Ii 1 "7{ A 
0) <b 0) 7J{~5E ~ n, 2 fir!:;b t:. 6 :f:!1?J Ii 2 "7{ A 0) <b 0) 7J~~5E ~ n"( It) 6 
0) 1:', -f n-f'n TO) <§C.A fJU> !: 7d: G -:J "(~C.A t' 6 -:: Co 
<~C.AfJU> 
*M~7J~ 1 firO)ii*t.=!tO):f:!1?J *M~7J~ 2 fir!:;bt:. 6 ii*O):f:!1?J 

~ @] 
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~~~~6~m~~?~~~~~~~.t~~~5~. ~~(a-I) ~A~~~ 

~~~~~C~~~. ~~~h~~~%(a-I) ~~m~(1-4) ~Sl?~~~. 

~~.%~gaA it ~o (24 #.0 

Clarity, the ability to see and understand without obstacle, is something I have 

always yearned for but have never really ( a ) for an extended period. However, a 

moment of clarity once occurred on a drive across the severe landscape of Arizona. 

Other than the ( b ) I was on, there was no ( c ) of human existence-instead the 

land was dotted with various types of desert plants. The rocky hills and gullies* had 

been sharply worn away over thousands of years by wind and sand. I was alone in a 

vast, unforgiving space. It was late afternoon, and I was driving fast to get to a town 

before the rains arrived. The sun had disappeared behind a wall of ( d ) clouds. The 

sky looked dangerously dark, and though it ( e ) rained in this area, when it did, it 

could quickly flood because the ground was so hard. The winds were increasing and 

already I could see off to the north on my left that the desert was being lit up by 

lightning. I heard the threatening sound of thunder. 

As I raced east, I focused ahead on a patch of clear evening sky that the clouds 

had yet to ( f ). In it I could see an amazing full moon starting to push up from the 

desert horizon. It was like a prize waiting for me on my escape ( g ) the storm. 

That's when it happened: Just as that full moon broke free, a golden red light lit up 

the landscape around me and my eyes were struck by light from the rearview 

mirror**. The sun had dropped below the western edge of the storm into a thin 

space of clear sky and was setting! The rising moon and setting sun were caught 

together in that instant ( h ) up the darkness of the violent storm. 

I pulled off and got out of my car in awe. Thunder and lightning crashed ( i ) 

me. The different lights and shadows turned'that desert landscape into a spectacular 

display of shape, color and contrast. I ( j ) the developing storm and stretched out 

my hands east and west. I felt centered: I was connected to all the elements of the 

Universe. On one hand, my left, I had the glowing red ball of the sun, and on the 

other, the cooler and paler ball of the moon. I could only laugh at how small I was in 

( k ) the vast scope of what I was a part of. Meanwhile, lightning tore across the 

dark boiling sky and crashed to the earth, electrifying the air. It was a moment of 

supreme balance--of clarity-as the Universe was revealed. 

Then the sun sank, the clouds closed in, and the brief view was shuttered, ( I ) 

only a memory that has always comforted me when faced with dark moments. 

*gullies: !-t!!~O)~~t § **rearview mirror: 1~'Y -7 ~ 5-
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(a) 1 achieve 

(b) 1 train 

(c) 1 being 

(d) 1 approach 

(e) 1 rarely 

(f) 1 fill 

(g) 1 to 

(h) 1 hiding 

(i) 1 with 

(j) 1 face 

(k) 1 opposed to 

3 similar way as 

( 1 ) 1 calming 

2 achieving 3 achieved 

2 road 3 horse 

2 seeing 3 judgment 

2 approaching 3 approached 

2 commonly 3 often 

2 open 3 lose 

2 away 3 from 

2 lighting 3 riding 

2 around 3 between 

2 facing 3 faced 

2 going 

2 agreement with 

4 contrast to 

3 joining 

4 achievement 

4 emptiness 

4 evidence 

4 approaches 

4 uncommon 

4 retreat 

4 up 

4 surrounding 

4 among 

4 am facing 

4 leaving 

(32 #.0 

It has often been assumed that happy workers are more productive, and at first 

glance this assumption makes good sense. Job satisfaction may affect certain aspects 

of job performance, such as the speed at which new skills are mastered or the 

frequency of actions by employees that serve the smooth functioning of the 

organization. These actions include helping co-workers with their jobs, promoting a 

positive climate in the organization, (a) cheerfully putting up with temporary 

inconveniences, and others. Won't persons who are pleased with their jobs make 

more efforts than those who are unhappy and dissatisfied? Such arguments seem 

persuasive, and even today most managers seem to accept the arguments as (b) valid. 

Actually, however, there is little support for their validity. Most studies designed to 

examine the possibility of a direct link between job satisfaction and productivity 

have shown that they are not directly related. Contrary to what "common sense" 

suggests, productivity does not seem to rise with increasing satisfaction or to fall 

with growing dissatisfaction. This finding may (c) strike you as puzzling, but there 

are three main reasons to explain it. 

First, if you observe the work setting in a factory, there is usually little room for 

large changes in the way workers perform. Many jobs are structured so that the 

persons holding those jobs must perform at a minimum level. If they do not, they 

can't (d) retain their position. On the other hand, there is also little room for 
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performing at a higher level. For example, even if an employee attempts to increase 

his or her own output, (e) this may be of no benefit when the people around the 

employee continue to work at the same pace. Given the relationship between 

employees in most businesses, the individual expending greater effort may soon find 

that he or she has little to do. Work material may not be available, or co-workers 

(I) may simply not be ready to gain from what this person produces. In short, in many 

cases, even high levels of job satisfaction do little to raise productivity. 

Second, certain values held by individuals may affect their job performance. 

Indeed, those values are sometimes more important in determining the job-related 

behavior of individuals than positive or negative attitudes toward their work. For 

example, an individual who believes (g) firmly in the value and necessity of work 

will probably demonstrate a high level of effort, even if the person does not like the 

job. Similarly, (h) people who desire the approval of others may voluntarily restrict 

their own output to avoid getting ahead of their co-workers, even if they greatly 

enjoy their work. 

Third, job performance may lead to various rewards: pay, promotion, and 

feelings of accomplishment. Workers may gain satisfaction when they are paid well 

or promoted fast; however, in such cases, that satisfaction comes from these rewards 

rather than from the job itself. 

In conclusion, for the reasons mentioned above, job satisfaction does not always 

affect productivity. 

Robert A. Baron, Understanding Human Relations ~<: ~ G (-$~WD 

rdlA *)(0)P'l~'~~B:9~t,0)~,""F0) (11-22) b'S4?iXA/~, -"f"0).~~~2A 

-ttJ:o 

11 The common belief is that happy workers are more productive than 

unhappy workers. 

12 Even if workers master new skills rapidly, their job satisfaction will 

decrease. 

13 Whenever workers are satisfied with their jobs, they become more 

productive. 

14 The author thinks that most managers wrongly connect job satisfaction and 

job performance. 

15 In most studies, it is yet to be shown that job satisfaction is directly related 

to productivity. 

16 Many workers are not provided enough rooms for their personal use, which 

causes their dissatisfaction. 
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17 Workers must try to work at a higher level than the minimum that is 

expected of them. 

18 Workers will work hard when there are large changes in factory settings. 

19 Individuals often deny values that can change job-related behavior. 

20 Even when an individual is not happy with the job, he or she may consider 

it important and work hard. 

21 Workers understand that pay and promotion are unrelated to job 

satisfaction. 

22 Three reasons support what "common sense" says about productivity. 

rdlB "F.mJ (a· e • f • h) O)_pt. p;j3'c:::M:lb~1,\lbo)~, ~n~n"Fo) (1-4) 

D'S 1 ?iII/\'~, ~0).~~i2A it d::o 

(a) cheerfully putting up with temporary inconveniences 

1 openly admitting they are not entirely satisfied 

2 frankly requesting what they need at the moment 

3 worrying a little when they run into serious problems 

4 accepting short-term difficulties in a good spirit 

(e) this may be of no benefit 

1 an employee trying to increase output may be effective 

2 an employee trying to increase output may not be effective 

3 an employee trying to leave work may be helpful 

4 an employee trying to leave work may not be helpful 

( f) may simply not be ready to gain from 

1 may be unwilling to take advantage of 

2 may be unprepared to take advantage of 

3 would not be happy to make use of 

4 would be willing only when they make use of 

(h) people who desire the approval of others may voluntarily restrict their own 

output to avoid getting ahead of their co-workers 

1 some people may intentionally slow down their job performance in 

order to maintain a good relationship with their co-workers 

2 some people may intentionally appear unskilled in order to avoid extra 

work their co-workers are expected to do 

3 some people may think it important to continue to work after they finish 

their jobs in order to impress their co-workers 

4 some people may limit their responsibilities because completing their 

work is important to their future 
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r~'c r:.$ (b· c· d· g) 0).~·p;]3't:.'Lilil,''L0)~, -f"tt~ttr:O) (1 -4) 

b'S 1 ?~~ T:, -f"O).~~taA -t! ~o 

III 

(b) valid 

1 insufficient 2 satisfied 3 weak 4 true 

(c) strike 

1 appear to 2 blowout 3 attack 4 question 

(d) retain 

1 keep 2 expect 3 get 4 pursue 

(g) firmly 

1 hardly 2 strongly 3 personally 4 basically 

;~O)~){ (a - d ) o)~~~Att~O)~.~~~~~O)~, -f"tt-Ptt""Fo) (1 - 4) 

~S1?~~~, -f"o).%~~A-t!~o 

(a) I wish you ( 

1 do 

) something active instead of just sleeping. 

2 doing 3 will do 4 would do 

( 8 #.() 

(b) Since he has left, we'll never know ( ) he said such an awful thing. 

1 what 2 whenever 3 why 4 which 

(c) John ( ) in his homework when he came to class. 

1 produced 2 handed 3 made 4 showed 

(d) If it ( ) rain, we will have an outdoor party. 

1 wouldn't 2 wasn't 3 doesn't 4 weren't 

IV ;~O)~){ (a-d) ~, ){5!·t!~.t~t3.J~, fJ'?P;ift~'t:I3?&~~IJUt:~~~?'t:, 

""Fo) { } P;]O)~~~~~AttZ~~~-t!~~~, ~~(x·Y) ~A~~~-f"tt-Ptt 

1?~~~, -f"O).%~taA-t!~o (l2#.() 

(a) The scandal will most ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( y ) ( ) the company 

manager. 

{ 1 in 2 likely 3 of 4 resignation 5 result 6 the } 

(b) Okinawa's temperature is by ( )( x)( )( )( y)( ). 

{ 1 Tokyo 2 far 3 of 4 than 5 higher 6 that} 
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(c) Judith is walking as though she ( )( x)( )( )( y)( ) to. 

{ 1 know 2 she 3 where 4 heading 5 doesn't 6 is} 

(d) The ( )( x)( )( )( y)( ) will be proud of me. 

{ 1 come 2 family 3 my 4 time 5 when 6 will } 

(24 #,f,) 

c! S ~C:::f:jEO) 1 ~1iM? "t~)(:1ij[;f.iX<!-tt ~o M~~IiHC::~cI::f:jEO) 1 ~!1i~2A -tt ~o t~ 

to: L { } j1gO)~!-fmcl:, )(:MHc:: < ~ijj.g.t,/J')(:*cl§:x "tdi)~o 

(a) t L*iJ~tJ:iJ' -::,tc: G c: oj tJ: G tt -3 oj iJ\ t J: < ~;ll teo 

I often thought about { we I happen I had I would I if} no water. 

~ •• ~~*~tJ:~~, a~~~~M~;lltJ:~~teo 
{ make I the lover I singer I heard I himself} the cheers from the 

crowd. 

(c) TfEtcl:-:J*~Ll'tdtnc:t, 1f~bZA~~~~aM:t~t<:S>jLl, ffifFJ17tSgtt 
G ~ tiJ~~~teo 

Though my schedule was already crowded, I was able { room I make I 

an I to I visit I unexpected} by an old friend. 

(~ •• ~M~~~, •• ~~G~~M~*7tW~~GJ:oj~Ute~~~~teo 
The owner suggested that we { old I newspapers I stack of I get I 

the I of} in the garage. 

(e) 9" dj. *-l± luiJ\ .IT::I /7t-:J~tll ,tc:tt~t* -l± luiJ'o 

Would you { as I tum I be I kind I to } on the air conditioner. 

rll~B ;!R.O)~)(: (a"'c) ~c::~cI:)(:5!·~!5!..t0)~~!P)b'i-~1:Tn 1 ?di)~o l'~1iti1fiLtdlY 

PJTb'Si-O)~!1i~"(f, iE Ll,\~ff3~c::~~jl;t~o M~~IiHC::~cI:~~jlxtd!ff3c 1 ~!1i 

~2A-tt~o 

(a) By now the car ~ moving with increasing speed in the directions of 

the gates. 

(b) As the boy looked nervous, his mother tried to help his relax, saying, 

"Breathe in deeply." 

(c) Much of the mistrust that developed from our arguments have now 

disappeared. 
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rll'c ;~O)~*H (a"-d) 0)8*)(t~)(b\'a:'£'~t;fi~'c::1j:~J:?'c::, ~)(O)~PJT'C::, 

-f"tl-FtlBt,iM~1j: 1 ~g1i-~2A:tt J:o 

(a) B*O)7(~j:!VjjHa:ftiFCtj:v'o 

Japan is not rich in ( ) resources. 

~ u~n~W~~t~~t, ~~uO)~~~~~~ 

My father took hold ( ) my hand when I was going outside. 

(c) b:hb:hta: c. 0)*s51Hc U -:J L,'-C?1MlJE L,'-Cv 'tj:v '0 
We are ( ) from satisfied with the results. 

(d) f~ G ta::fJJ6bta:llv ,tc9fi! l:'ta:tj:h' -:J t.:h\ ~f~tct.a~ l t.:o 

At first they didn't like each other, but they ( ) up getting married. 
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